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Humans integrate the features of perceived events and of action plans into episodic event
ﬁles. Here we investigated whether children (9–10 years), younger adults (20–31 years), and
older adults (64–76 years) differ in the ﬂexibility of managing (updating) event ﬁles. Relative
to young adults, performance in children and older adults was more hampered by partial
mismatches between present and previous stimulus–response relations, suggesting less
efﬁcient updating of episodic stimulus–response representations in childhood and old age.
Results are discussed in relation to changes in cortical neurochemistry during maturation
and senescence.
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INTRODUCTION
The human brain encodes, processes, and stores the different
features of events in a distributed fashion (e.g., DeYoe and Van
Essen, 1988). This raises the question of how it keeps track of
all the neural codes involved and how it integrates the features
belonging to the same event. It has been argued that integration processes create bindings between the codes of the features
involved and thereby form something like an object ﬁle (Kahneman et al., 1992). Numerous ﬁndings suggest that object ﬁles
indeed exist. Particularly suggestive is what Kahneman et al. have
called the “reviewing effect,” which occurs in tasks where multifeatured prime and probe stimuli are presented. Performance
is usually good if all features of a task-irrelevant prime stimulus are repeated on the probe or if all features change, but it
is impaired if some features are repeated while others change
(Kahneman et al., 1992; Hommel, 1998; for an overview, see
Hommel, 2004). Apparently, registering the prime stimulus is sufﬁcient to bind its feature codes together, so that reviewing one
or more of its features retrieves the whole binding. If this binding matches the present feature combination (which is the case
with complete repetition), no particular problem arises; but if
one or more feature codes mismatch (as in the case of partial
repetitions), code conﬂict is created, resulting in errors, temporal
delays, or both (Hommel, 2004). Interestingly, partial-repetition
costs of this sort are not only found for relations between visual
features but for relations between visual features and responses
as well. That is, if people respond to sequences of stimuli, they
perform worse if a (task-related) stimulus feature is repeated
while the response changes, and vice versa (Hommel, 1998). This
suggests that the codes of stimulus and response features are integrated into “event ﬁles” in each given trial, which are retrieved
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in the next trial if at least one element is repeated (Hommel,
2004).
The aim of this study was to investigate possible changes in
the handling of feature bindings across the lifespan by comparing children, younger adults, and older adults. Maturation and
senescence represent natural manipulations of brain systems and
brain–behavior relations (e.g., Lindenberger et al., 2006) that can
be suspected to play a role in the cognitive handling of event
ﬁles. Note that partial-repetition costs can only be observed if
two conditions are met: feature codes need to be integrated when
encountering a given stimulus–response episode (the prime event)
and this created binding needs to be retrieved when encountering
a subsequent stimulus–response episode (the probe event). Interestingly, studies that attempted to dissociate these two types of
processes suggest that the binding process proper is more or less
automatic: among other things, the degree and strength of binding
two given features is independent from the frequency and probability of their co-occurrence (Hommel and Colzato, 2009; Colzato
et al., 2006a) and the availability of attentional resources (Hommel,
2005).
In contrast, the retrieval process has been shown to be sensitive to task instructions and individual differences, which suggests a certain degree of control. For example, bindings involving
task-relevant features have a stronger impact on behavior; this
suggests that they are more likely to be retrieved (Hommel, 1998,
2007), presumably because preparing for a task involves increasing
the gain of codes from task-relevant feature dimensions (Hommel, 2004, 2010). Moreover, partial-repetition costs have been
found to be more – rather than less – pronounced in populations
that are unlikely to possess particularly well-functioning binding
processes, such as individuals with low ﬂuid intelligence (Colzato
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et al., 2006b). Given that executive-control functions are related to
ﬂuid intelligence (Duncan et al., 2000), this suggests that people
differ with respect to the efﬁciency of managing episodic representations, presumably in the degree to which they are able to
inhibit bindings from previous encounters if necessary and/or to
update these bindings to match with the present feature combination (Colzato et al., 2006b). This interpretation also ﬁts with the
demonstration that neurofeedback that increases neural gammaband activity over the frontal cortex leads to both improvements
in memory retrieval and more selectivity in retrieving event ﬁles
(Keizer et al., 2010a,b). These ﬁndings suggest that, if anything,
cognitive development and aging might affect the retrieval and/or
updating of event ﬁles and the control of this retrieval/updating
process in particular. Indeed, ﬂuid intelligence – which reduces
partial-repetition costs (Colzato et al., 2006b) – and cognitive control are assumed to be closely related (e.g., Duncan et al., 2000).
Moreover, both ﬂuid intelligence and the control of the intentional retrieval of episodic long-term memories (Lepage et al.,
2000; Buckner, 2003) have been associated with the frontal cortex,
a neural structure that is among the last to mature in late childhood
and adolescence (Lenroot and Giedd, 2006) and among the ﬁrst
to show marked signs of senescence in later adulthood and old age
(Raz et al., 2005, 2008). Along these lines, we expected that partialrepetition costs decrease from childhood to early adulthood and
increase from early to late adulthood. In other words, younger
adults should be better in handling event ﬁles than children and
older adults.
If age does have an impact on event-ﬁle management, it would
be interesting to see which feature relations are affected. Recent
studies have revealed that different kinds of relations are affected
by different environmental stimulations. For example, the spontaneous binding of different visual features (e.g., shape and color)
is sensitive to the administration of muscarinic-cholinergic agonists and antagonists, whereas stimulus–response bindings (e.g.,
shape and a particular key press) are entirely unaffected (Colzato
et al., 2004, 2005). Likewise, partial-overlap costs associated with
the (un)binding of visual features correlate with each other but
do not correlate with the costs associated with stimulus–response
(un)binding (Colzato et al., 2006c). This suggests that different neurotransmitter systems are involved in integrating features
into objects on the one hand and in object–action coupling
on the other. Indeed, stimulus–response integration (or, more
precisely, the integration of the task-relevant stimulus feature
and the response) has been shown to be selectively targeted by
manipulations that are likely to affect dopaminergic pathways,
such as the presentation of affect-inducing pictures (Colzato
et al., 2007a) and the generation of stress (Colzato et al., 2008).
Along the same lines, individual eye blink rate – an indicator
of dopaminergic functioning – correlates with the strength of
stimulus–response integration but not with effects related to the
integration of other features (Colzato et al., 2007b). Interestingly,
intelligence has also a selective effect on the integration of the
task-relevant stimulus feature and the response (Colzato et al.,
2006b). One may speculate that this is because ﬂuid intelligence
and stimulus–response integration processes are related to the
same, presumably dopaminergic neurotransmitter system (Previc,
1999). If we further consider that the efﬁciency of dopaminergic
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neuromodulation has been related to both age and ﬂuid intelligence (Bäckman et al., 2006), it would make sense to expect
that the integration of task-relevant stimulus features (shape
in the present study) and the response is particularly sensitive
to age.
The task we used was adopted from Hommel (1998), see
Figure 1. Participants responded manually to two successive visual
stimuli (S1 and S2) that varied in shape and location. Whereas
the second response (R2) was signaled by the shape of S2, the
ﬁrst response (R1) was precued in advance of S1 (which allowed
the independent manipulation of S1 and R1) and carried out
to the mere onset of S11 . In this design, interactions between
shape repetition and location repetition (showing worse performance on S2/R2 if one feature repeats but the other alternates)
can be taken to reﬂect the aftereffect of visual integration, while
interactions between shape repetition and response repetition,
and between location repetition and response repetition, reﬂect
aftereffects of visuomotor integration. We were thus interested to
see whether age would modulate interactions between stimulusand response-repetition effects on R2 and expected that such a
modulation would be particularly pronounced for the interaction
between shape and response repetition – the two task-relevant
(stimulus/response feature) dimensions.
1 One might argue that this design could create a conﬂict produced by S1/R1 processing. As S2 and R2 are associated through the instructed stimulus-response rules,
a partial repetition of the relevant stimulus feature and the response implies that
S2/R2 were preceded by a combination that violates these rules (e.g., if the letter X
as S2 requires a right-hand keypress, the combination of an X as S1 and a left-hand
keypress implies a rule violation). However, previous studies suggest that this factor
does not play a role. For instance, R1 reaction times are not affected by rule violations (Hommel, 1998) and interactions between stimulus and response repetitions
can be observed in free-choice tasks, where no stimulus-response rules are applied
(Hommel, 2007). Given that children often have problems with free-choice tasks,
we opted for a forced-choice design in the present study.

FIGURE 1 | Sequence of events. After a “blank” interval in which only a
grid was visible, three left- or right-pointing arrows (R1 cue) indicated which
key was to be pressed for R1. After another “blank” interval, the letter X or
O appeared in the top or bottom box of the grid (S1). Shape and location of
this stimulus were irrelevant; participants were simply to carry out the
previously signaled response (R1) upon presentation of S1. After another
“blank” interval, the letter X or O appeared in the top or bottom box of the
grid (S2). The shape of this stimulus signaled R2, which was to be carried
out immediately. The example shows an “alternation” of stimulus shape
and location.
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The experiment was controlled by a PC attached to a color monitor. Participants faced a grid made of three gray square outlines,
vertically arranged, as illustrated in Figure 1. From viewing distance of about 60 cm, each of these frames measured 2.6˚ × 3.1˚.
The green letters O and X, taken from the standard text font, served
as S1 and S2 alternatives, which were presented in the top or bottom frame. Response cues appeared in the middle frame, with
rows of three left- or right-pointing arrow heads, indicating a left
and right keypress, respectively. Responses were made by pressing the left or right shift-key of the computer-keyboard with the
corresponding index ﬁnger.

are assumed to be integrated if the effects of repeating (vs. alternating) feature X and repeating (vs. alternating) feature Y interact.
Computing the size of such a two-way interaction requires the
consideration of four data points – the interaction term. We
therefore calculated the partial-repetition cost for a given interaction between factors X and Y as the difference between the
reaction time (RT)/error mean for partial repetitions (feature X
repeated and feature Y alternated, or vice versa) and the RT/error
mean for complete repetitions and “complete” alternations. For
instance, the partial-repetition RT cost related to the shape-byresponse interaction in a given individual or age group would
be PRCshape,response = (RT2shape repeated,response alternated + RT2shape
alternated,response repeated )/2 − (RT2shape repeated,response repeated + RT2
shape alternated,response alternated )/2. Note that partial-repetition costs
are immune to possible, but theoretically less relevant, main effects
of feature repetition; a value close to zero means that the repetition effects of the two given features do not interact; a value greater
than zero indicates a “binding-aftereffect-type” interaction of the
sort discussed in this article.

PROCEDURE AND DESIGN

R1

Participants carried out two responses per trial. R1 was a simple
reaction with the left or right key, as indicated by the response cue.
It was to be carried out as soon as S1 appeared, independent of its
shape or location. Participants were informed that there was no
systematic relationship between S1 and R1, or between S1 and S2,
and they were encouraged to respond to the mere onset of S1 only,
disregarding the stimulus’ attributes. R2 was a binary-choice reaction to the shape of S2; half of the participants carried out left and
right keypresses to the letters O and X, respectively, while the other
half received the opposite mapping. The sequence of events in each
trial is shown in Figure 1. Next to the intertrial of 3 s a response
cue signaled R1 for 3 s, followed by a 1-s interval in which only the
gray grid remained on the screen. Then, S1 appeared for 600 ms
or until R1 was given, followed by a further grid-only interval of
800 ms. If R1 was incorrect or not given within 1 s, the trial started
again from the beginning. Then, S2 appeared to signal R2, that is,
the stimulus-onset asynchrony between S1 and S2 was 1,400 ms.
S2 stayed until R2 was given or 2 s had passed. Each session comprised 96 trials, composed by three repetitions of each of the 32
factorial combination of the two shapes (O and X) and locations
(top vs. bottom) of S2, and the repetition or alternation of stimulus shape and location, and the response. Errors were signaled by
a beep and error trials were repeated at a random position in the
remainder of the session.

Children, younger adults, and older adults carried out R1 in 449,
394, and 479 ms, respectively, and the corresponding error rates
were 1.9, 0.5, and 1.3%. Both RTs and error rates varied with Age,
F (2,62) = 5.47, p > 0.01, η2 = 0.15, and F (2,62) = 4.72, p < 0.05,
η2 = 0.13, respectively. Pairwise comparisons showed that younger
adults were faster, p < 0.05, and more accurate, p < 0.005, than
children and older adults, p < 0.005 and p < 0.05, whereas children
and older adults did not differ in response speed, p > 0.3, or accuracy, p > 0.3. Anticipatory responses (RT < 150 ms) were very rare
(<0.02%) and did not differ between the three age groups, p > 0.3.
Response omissions did vary with Age, F (2,62) = 7.35, p < 0.001,
η2 = 0.19, due to fewer omissions in young adults (1.0%) than
in children (5.0%), p < 0.001, and older adults (3.2%), p < 0.005,
whereas children and old adults did not differ, p > 0.15.

PARTICIPANTS

Twenty-two children (9–10 years, 11 female), 22 younger adults
(20–31 years, 14 female), and 21 older adults (64–76 years, 11
female) took part for pay. All reported having normal or correctedto-normal vision.
APPARATUS AND STIMULI

RESULTS
In all statistical analyses, alpha level was set to p < 0.05. F and p
values, together with partial eta square (η2 ) wherever appropriate,
are reported for signiﬁcant ANOVA results, p values are provided
for non-signiﬁcant ﬁndings of theoretical relevance. Theoretically driven follow-up comparisons were carried out by means
of t -test, p values are provided for signiﬁcant contrasts and for
non-signiﬁcant ﬁndings of theoretical relevance.
We also compared the sizes of partial-repetition costs (effect
sizes). Note that these costs are diagnosed by two-way interactions, that is feature X (e.g., shape) and Y (e.g., response location)
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R2

Children, younger adults, and older adults omitted the response in
0.5, 0, and 0.1% of the trials, respectively, and the corresponding
age effect failed to reach signiﬁcance, p > 0.08. From the remaining
data, mean RTs and proportions of errors (PEs) were calculated
and analyzed as a function of Age group and the repetition vs.
alternation of the Shape and Location of the stimulus (S1 → S2),
and the repetition vs. alternation of the Response (R1 → R2), see
Table 1 for means. Four-way ANOVAs were performed by treating
Age group as between-participants factor and the three stimulus
or response relations as within-participants factors.
Reaction times

The outcome of the RT analysis falls into three categories.
First, the analysis yielded main effects of Shape repetition, F (1,62) = 29.02, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.32, Response repetition,
F (1,62) = 4.78, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.07, and Age, F (2,62) = 3.97,
p < 0.05, η2 = 0.11, indicating that performance was better with
shape repetitions than shape alternations, with response repetitions than response alternations, and in young adults than
in children and older adults, which did not differ signiﬁcantly,
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Table 1 | Means of mean reaction times for responses (R2) to stimulus 2 (RT; in ms) and percentages of errors on R2 (PE), as a function of age
group, the repetition (vs. alternation) of responses and the stimulus features shape and location.
Stimulus repetition

Age group
Children

Young adults

Old adults

Response
Repeated

Alternated

RT

PE

RT

Neither

693

24.1

595

Shape

599

14.0

606

Location

672

19.7

646

Shape/location

552

4.4

622

PE

Repeated

Repeated

Alternated

RT

PE

RT

PE

RT

PE

RT

PE

4.4

557

7.6

488

0.6

695

1.8

583

0.7

14.8

515

2.0

540

1.7

620

1.1

647

0.7

14.1

540

7.4

518

1.7

683

3.9

614

0.4

22.3

508

1.7

547

7.4

554

0.4

642

4.9

FIGURE 2 | Reaction times and percentage of errors for R2, as a
function of age group and the repetition vs. alternation of stimulus
location and stimulus shape.

p > 0.8. Age and Shape repetition were also involved in a two-way
interaction, F (2,62) = 10.88, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.26. As Figure 2 suggests, the shape-repetition beneﬁt was reliable only in children,
F (1,21) = 24.65, p < 0.001, and older adults, F (1,20) = 13.23,
p < 0.005, but not in young adults, p > 0.8.
Second, the main effects of Shape and Response repetition were qualiﬁed by two-way interactions between Shape
and Location, F (1,62) = 10.52, p < 0.005, η2 = 0.14, Shape and
Response, F (1,62) = 119.65, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.66, and Location
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and Response, F (1,62) = 40.10, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.39. Figures 2
and 3 show that these interactions followed the common partialrepetition cost pattern with relatively good performance if both
stimulus features, or a stimulus feature and the response, either
repeat or alternate, while performance is relatively poor in conditions in which one factor repeats and the other alternates.
Of course, this pattern could be further mediated by main
effects, such as the shape-repetition RT beneﬁt of stimulus repetition in children (see upper left panel in Figure 3), which
in our case destroyed the standard cross-over interaction by
moving the two shape-repeated data points downward. Nevertheless, if one considers these mediating factors, the underlying
cross-over pattern is visible in all groups and for all feature
combinations.
Third, and most importantly, the shape-by-response interaction was further qualiﬁed by Age group, F (2,62) = 4.27, p < 0.05,
η2 = 0.12. t -Tests (two-tailed) of the corresponding partialrepetition costs (i.e., the interaction terms, calculated as described
above) revealed that this three-way interaction was due to that
the shape-by-response effect was reliably more pronounced in
older adults than in younger adults, t (41) = 3.19, p < 0.005, and
tended to be more larger in older adults than in children, p > 0.07,
while children and young adults did not differ, p > 0.36. Neither the interaction of shape and location repetition nor that of
location and response repetition was reliably modiﬁed by age,
p > 0.18 and p > 0.13, respectively. However, it is possible that
this lack of three-way interactions with age was due to the fact
that the underlying two-way interactions were less pronounced
than the shape-by-response interaction in the ﬁrst place. Indeed,
when we analyzed the effect sizes from the three two-way interactions (shape/response, shape/location, and location/response;
as described above) together as a function of age, there were
only main effects of Age, F (2,62) = 4.60, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.13, and
of effect type, F (2,124) = 28.11, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.31, indicating
that the shape-by-response effect was stronger than the other two
interactions. Interestingly, effect type did not interact with age,
p > 0.2, suggesting that age affected all three types of interactions
similarly.
Inspecting Figures 2 and 3 indicates that more pronounced
two-way interactions came along with higher RT levels. This raises
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FIGURE 3 | Reaction times and percentage of errors for R2, as a function of age group and the repetition vs. alternation of stimulus shape and
response (left panel) and the repetition vs. alternation of stimulus location and response (right panel).

the possibility that the RT level as such – or an underlying general
factor, such as response speed (Salthouse, 1996) – “explains”
the extent of the interactions. To test this possibility, we reanalyzed the shape-by-response effect (i.e., the corresponding
partial-repetition costs ore interaction terms) in an ANOVA with
Age group as factor and RT from the “easiest” condition (all stimulus/response features alternated) as an estimate of the general
RT level as covariate. However, the age effect remained reliable,
F (2,61) = 3.19, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.95, suggesting that response speed
may explain some, but certainly not all of this effect.
Errors

The error analysis yielded main effects of Age, F (2,62) = 83.18,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.73, and Location, F (1,62) = 6.47, p < 0.05,
η2 = 0.09, due to higher error levels in children (14.7%) than in
younger adults (3.8%) and older adults (1.7%), and somewhat
more errors to location repetitions (7.4%) than to alternations
(6.1%) – the well-known inhibition of return (Posner and Cohen,
1984). The two-way interactions between Shape and Response,
F (1,62) = 79.89, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.56, and Location and Response,
F (1,62) = 24.98, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.29, were further modiﬁed by
three-way interactions including Age, F (2,62) = 16.14, p < 0.001,
η2 = 0.34, and, F (2,62) = 10.73, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.26, respectively. As Figure 3 shows, partial-repetitions yielded more errors
than complete repetitions or alternations, and this interaction was particularly pronounced in children (younger and
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older adults did not differ, p = 0.08 and p = 0.51). There was
also a three-way interaction of Shape, Location, and Response,
F (1,62) = 4.89, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.07, indicating particularly good
performance in the condition with all three features alternating – a rather common observation (see Hommel and Colzato,
2004).
To test whether the general accuracy level might “explain” the
different sizes of the interaction effects in the age groups, we
again (as for RTs) re-analyzed the two reliable interactions in
ANOVAs with Age group as factor and the error rates from the
“easiest” condition (all stimulus/response features alternated). As
in RTs, the age effect remained reliable, which was true for both
shape/response costs, F (2,61) = 16.38, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.35, and
location/response costs, F (2,61) = 8.13, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.21. This
suggests that general accuracy does not account for partial-overlap
costs.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to examine age differences in the
efﬁciency to handle (i.e., inhibit and/or update) bindings of
codes representing features of visual events and self-performed
actions by assessing the aftereffects of processing one stimulus–
response episode on performance on another. We were able
to replicate previous ﬁndings that repeating one member of
a particular combination of stimulus features or of a stimulus and a response feature impairs performance if the other
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member changes: partial-repetition costs that is. This suggests
that encountering a feature combination or a feature–response
combination creates automatic bindings between the codes of
the features involved – event ﬁles in the sense of Hommel (1998,
2004).
More importantly, the size of these partial-repetition costs
differed across the age groups. As expected, aging effects were particularly pronounced with respect to the two task-relevant features
shape (which signaled R2) and response location (which deﬁned
R2). This ﬁnding might indicate that binding and/or the retrieval
of bindings is restricted to codes of task-relevant features. However, the overall data pattern suggests that it rather reﬂects the fact
that interactions between shape and location, and between location and response, were somewhat less pronounced in the ﬁrst
place, so that the age factor might have been left with a smaller
statistical operation space. More speciﬁcally, there might be two,
presumably independent factors at work.
First, the size of interactions between stimulus- and responserepetition effects is obviously affected by task relevance, in the
sense that task-relevant features are more likely to be involved in
interactions than task-irrelevant features are (a well-known effect
pattern; e.g., Hommel, 1998). This might be due to the attentional
top-down modulation of feature coding when encoding and/or
retrieving a stimulus–response episode (Hommel, 2004). Given
that the relationship between effects related to task-relevant and
irrelevant features did not vary as a function of age (i.e., age did
not interact with effect type in the effect-size analysis), this topdown modulation is unlikely to be affected by development or
aging.
Second, the impact that a retrieved event ﬁle has on ongoing
processes, and/or the efﬁciency with which the resulting conﬂicts
are resolved, seems to vary with age. However, this age-related
modulation is more visible in the data the more pronounced
the modulated effect is, which favors effects related to bindings
involving task-relevant features. In that sense, the age-independent
attentional factor might constrain the behavioral consequences of
the age-dependent efﬁciency in handling bindings and the consequences of their retrieval without interacting with this process
directly.
Another interesting observation is that how age modulates the
impact of binding on performance seems to depend on the measure being considered: RTs were more sensitive to the effect of
aging, showing a more pronounced effect in older adults than
in younger adults or children. In contrast, the error rates were
more sensitive to developmental changes from childhood to early
adulthood, showing a more pronounced effect for children than
for young and old adults. On the one hand, this might indicate
that the processes underlying the worse performance in children
and in older adults are different, so that the cognitive gains (from
childhood to young adulthood) and losses (from young to old
adulthood) have different underlying causes. On the other hand,
however, older adults are known to be particularly accurate (Smith
and Brewer, 1995), which might have compensated for possible
error effects and have moved some effects from error rates to RTs.
In any case, our ﬁndings suggest that RTs and error rates are not
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equally sensitive to binding-related effects in children and older
adults.
Taken together, our observations suggest the existence of a
kind of inverted U-shape function relating the efﬁciency of handling event ﬁles to age. What processes might be responsible for
this function? As noted already, Colzato et al. (2006b) found
that the efﬁciency in updating episodic representations is positively related to ﬂuid intelligence. Tests of ﬂuid intelligence, such
as the Raven’s used by Colzato and colleagues, typically require
that individuals constantly reconﬁgure the material in their mind
to induce the correct (i.e., most coherent and parsimonious)
solution. Physiologically, this alternation of binding and partial
un-binding/re-binding of event features has been assumed to
require the locking and unlocking of partially overlapping neuronal groups and oscillatory states, processes assumed to critically
depend on the dynamic coupling between dopaminergic neuromodulation and GABAergic activity (cf. Durstewitz et al., 1999).
Given that the efﬁciency of dopaminergic neuromodulation is
highly related to both age and ﬂuid intelligence (Bäckman et al.,
2006), age changes in dopaminergic neuromodulation may help
to explain age differences in stimulus–response feature reconﬁguration, or “un-binding/re-binding” efﬁciency (Schmiedek et al.,
2009). As an outline for future research, we propose that the ability
to ﬂexibly reconﬁgure overlapping features of sensorimotor events
is a fundamental determinant of lifespan changes in more complex
forms of cognition.
Interestingly, inverted U-shape performance/age functions very
similar to our present ﬁnding have been reported from studies on
explicit feature binding in conjunction search (e.g., Trick and Enns,
1998; Hommel et al., 2004) and episodic-memory tasks (Chalfonte and Johnson, 1996; Li et al., 2005). However, there is also
converging evidence that the increasing and the decreasing ﬂanks
of the function often do not mirror each other perfectly. In the
present study, this was obvious from the fact that deﬁcits in children affected RTs and error rates in different ways than they did in
older adults – presumably reﬂecting the strategy of older adults to
prefer accuracy over speed. Studies on explicit binding for episodic
memory have revealed similar patterns. For instance, Cowan et al.
(2006) obtained an inverted U-shape relating the recall of visual
feature conjunctions to age, but under some conditions additional
deﬁcits were observed in the oldest participants. As the authors
suggest, older adults may be more likely to rely on compensatory
strategies like using familiarity cues, which depending on the task
and the conditions may compensate for, or at least camouﬂage
deﬁcits in explicit binding. Even though more research on this
issue is necessary, the employment of strategies that work for some
but not other tasks may account for the rather inconsistent picture
with regard to the impact of aging on explicit memory retrieval
(e.g., Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2004; Parra et al., 2009).
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